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Scope and Content

According to a letter written by Charles R. MacIvor, he was first associated with
John Harvey Kellogg in the sales department of Worthington Foods, Worthington, Ohio,
merchandising Kellogg’s foods. Later, he was the Vice-president of the same food
company in charge of sales. It was during this time he worked in the Home Office of
John H. Kellogg, and had the opportunity of many personal contacts with the doctor.
Kellogg “took a liking” to him and “poured out a wealth of information covering his long
career, including his personal life.” Kellogg told him “things he had never before told to
Maclvor “inherited” materials from Kellogg “ (Harry J. Weber to Maclvor, Feb 9, 1968, Maclvor’s Letter
Collection).

This collection mainly contains Charles R. Maclov’s personal collections of
materials relating to John H. Kellogg and the Battle Creek Sanitarium. It includes
numerous correspondence, articles, manuscripts, and a large amount of photographs of
Kellogg and the Battle Creek Sanitarium. One main feature of this collection is
Maclvor’s unfinished book manuscript, The Lord’s Physician, a biography of John H.
Kellogg from the author’s perspective as a personal friend of the doctor.

The sources from which Maclvor gathered materials are mainly the following five
locations:
2. Ellen G. White Estate, Washington D. C.
3. Center for Adventist Research, Andrews University, Berrien Spring, Michigan.
5. Charles R. Maclvor’s personal collections.

Unfortunately, due to the complexity of the collection, it is not possible to identify
the provenance of each item listed in the collection except a few items noted by
Maclvor himself.

Except two original letters written and signed by John H. Kellogg, almost all of
the Kellogg letters are type-written copies of the originals, many of which are
correspondence between Kellogg and Seventh-Day Adventist leaders such as George I
Butler, Steven N. Haskell and D. H. Kress. Great cautions should be given to the proper
use of the John H. Kellogg letter collection due to its secondary nature, namely, type-
written copies of the original. Any serious researchers should seek to verify the
accuracy of the type-written copies before using them for any scholarly research.
Arrangement

The arrangement of the collection has been done partly by the Center for Adventist Research, and partly by MacIvor himself. The overall structure of the collection is MacIvors, while the finer details were often done by the processor.

Provenance

Charles R. MacIvor’s wife donated this collection to the Andrews University Center for Adventist Research in 2006, apparently not long after Charles’ death.

Use

All users of this collection will complete the “Application to Use Unpublished Records,” and observe the regulation specified in the “Patron’s Agreement” and “Researcher’s Code of Conduct.” All records in this collection are open and available for research. Suggested citation for this collection:

Box ___, fld ___, C. MacIvor (Collection 251), Center for Adventist Research, James White Library, Andrews University, Berrien Springs, MI.
Charles MacIvor Collection
(Collection 251)

INVENTORY

MacIvor Materials

I. Personal Document

Correspondence

Bx1 Fld1 MacIvor Letter Collection, 1954 to 1995. Including
MacIvor and Vern Carner correspondence, 1972 to 1983
Unknown person to a Miss Goodwin, Sep 23, 1965.
Relating to MacIvor’s Resignation from the Battle Creek
Food Company, Aug to Sep 1945.
MacIvor and Harry J. Weber letters
Letters Concerning Kellogg Material, 1975 to 1984
Godfrey Anderson Correspondence, 1976 to 1986.
MacIvor and Allan R. Buller Correspondence, 1977
MacIvor and J. A. Shharffenberg Correspondence, 1977.

Bx1 Fld2 MacIvor Letter Collection, 1976 to 1981

MacIvor-Neil Northey on Kellogg

Bx1 Fld3 MacIvor Letter Collection, 1983 to 1984

Relating to Kellogg manuscript and its printing

Photographs

Bx1 Fld4 MacIvor's portrait

II. Writings

Manuscripts

Bx1 Fld5 Notes... on “Origin of Peanuts” and “Who Was Sylvester Graham.”
taken at Michigan State University, 1975, by Lenna MacIvor
regarding John H. Kellogg.
Bx1 Fld6  The Fire of Battle Creek Sanitarium, by MacIvor’s daughter as told by MacIvor, Sep 1976.

Bx1 Fld7  Dates of . . .
- Prominent early Adventists
- Health Reform Chronology
- Sanitarium events

Bx1 Fld8  Poem: Florida’s Sunny Skies, by MacIvor

III. Miscellaneous

Bx1 Fld9  Brochure, with a picture of MacIvor, for “Healthful Living” lecture given by C. R. MacIvor.
________ Sets the Pace, Worthington Food newsletter, vol. 3, number 5, Apr 1970.
“Seasons Greetings” by C. R. MacIvor

Bloese Materials

I. Personal Document

Biographical Information

Bx1 Fld10  Obituary
“August Bloese dies, was J. H. Kellogg aide,” Battle Creek Enquirer, Sep 18, 1985.

Correspondence

Bx1 Fld11  Bloese and MacIvor Letter Collection: 1974 to 1985
About John Harvey Kellogg

II. Writings

Manuscripts

Bx1 Fld12  Bloese Manuscript about John Harvey Kellogg: raw materials.
Bx1 Fld13  Bloese Manuscript about John Harvey Kellogg: carbon copy, pp 1-166.
D. H. Kress Materials

I. Personal Document

Correspondence

Bx2 Fld3 Kress Letters: 1951 to 1952
   Addressed by various people
Bx2 Fld4 Kress and Kellogg Letters: 1934 to 1951
   Including one letter to W. K. Kellogg, Aug 15, 1951.
   Type written copies of the originals
Bx2 Fld5 Kress and Kellogg Letters: 1934 to 1951. Carbon copies
   Almost all type-written copies of the originals except two
   letters which are the photo copies of original:
   concerning Ellen G. White’s vision of the Chicago
   building from Kress to John Harvey Kellogg, Dec 29,
   1936, and John Harvey Kellogg to Kress regarding
   the same issue, May 4, 1904.

Photographs

Bx2 Fld6 Kress and His Wife

II. Writings

Articles

Bx2 Fld7 Articles written by/about Kress

Manuscripts

Bx2 Fld8 “A Mother’s Influence” by Kress and other unpublished articles.

Pamphlets

Bx2 Fld9 About Lifestyles
   I Am A Multimillionaire
   Why Girls Should Not Smoke
   What Is Your Age?
   Why The Craving for Beer?
   Tobacco and the Cigarette Habit
Gertrude & Angie Estill Materials

I. Personal Document

Correspondence

Bx2 Fld10 Estill Letters: 1907
Gertrude Estill is the private secretary for John Harvey Kellogg for many years while Angie Estill is the Director of Nutrition of the Battle Creek Sanitarium.

John Harvey Kellogg to Estill, Sep 22, 1907
Type-written copy of the original

Bx2 Fld11 Estill Letters: 1953 to 1958
Estill to MacIvor about John Harvey Kellogg, Oct 31, 1965 enclosed with
“Abstracts of Correspondence Taken Place Between the General Conference Committee and Certain Battle Creek Sanitarium Constituency Members, Many of Whom Had Not Taken Part in the Annual Meeting of the Sanitarium for over 40 Years. To Get Possession of One Million Dollars”

Bx2 Fld12 Estill Letters: 1963
L. E. Froom to Gertrude Estill concerning John Harvey Kellogg’s Pantheism.

Photographs

Bx2 Fld13 Estill pictures with Kellogg

II. Newspaper/Clippings

Bx2 Fld14 “Dr. Kellogg Inspired 3 Sister’s Careers: Miss Gertrude Estill Honored in Florida,” The Battle Creek Enquirer, date unknown.

“Try the Blintzes, Souffle in Miss Angie’s Cookbook,” The Miami Herald, Sep 6, 1970.
A. T. Jones Materials

Writings

Manuscripts

Bx3 Fld1  Address at the Sanitarium Chapel, Mar 4, 1906.
“Medical Missionary Religious Liberty” by A. T. Jones,
The Medical Missionary, vol. XV, No. 1, Jan 1906.

W. K. Kellogg Materials

I. Personal Document

Biographical Information


II. Writings

Books

Bx3 Fld3  1975 Annual Report/W. K. Kellogg Foundation

III. Newspaper/Clippings

Bx3 Fld4  The Battle Creek Enquirer and News, 1967.
About W. K. Kellogg and his foundation

Gary Land Materials

I. Personal Document

Correspondence

Bx3 Fld5  Maclvor and Gary Land letters about Kellogg
II. Writings

Manuscript

Bx3 Fld6 Gary Land’s Paper

*Establishing the Modern Church, 1905-1930* by Gary Land, Andrews University. Mentions about Kellogg’s criticism against the Spirit of Prophecy and the organization of the Adventist Church. No date.

Donald R. McAdams Materials

I. Personal Document

Correspondence

Bx3 Fld7 McAdams and Arthur White letters regarding McAdams’ paper about Ellen G. White and Protestant historians.

II. Writings

Manuscripts

Bx3 Fld8 *Ellen G. White and the Protestant Historians: The Evidence from an Unpublished manuscript on John Huss*, by Donald R. McAdams.

O. S. Parrett Materials

I. Personal Document

Correspondence

Bx3 Fld9 Maclvor and Parrett’s Letters about Kellogg

II. Writings

Lectures

Bx3 Fld10 O. S. Parrett’s Lecture to Loma Linda Students, no date.
Richard W. Schwartz Materials

I. Writings

Manuscripts

Bx3 Fld11 Schwartz’s Manuscript about Kellogg


James and Ellen G. White Materials

I. Personal Document

Biographical Information

Bx3 Fld12 *In Memoriam: A Sketch of the Last Sickness and Death of Elder James White Who Died at Battle Creek, Michigan, August 6, 1881 together with the Discourse Preached at His Funeral*, Battle Creek, MI: Review & Herald Press, 1881.

Bx3 Fld13 Funeral Services of Ellen G. White

Photographs


II. Writings

Articles

Bx3 Fld15 Articles by and about Ellen G. White published in denominational papers.

Bx4 Fld1 Ellen G. White and Plagiarism: Reporting a vision


Manuscripts

Bx4 Fld2 Ellen G. White and Plagiarism: A Comparison

“A Comparison of the Writings of Mrs. E. G. White and John Harris - 1842, Daniel March - 1867, William Hanna - 1863, Alfred Edersheim - 1886.”
Bx4 Fld3  Ellen G. White and Plagiarism: Fannie Boltan
Statement of Facts Presented to Dr. And Mrs. Harris
by Fannie Boltan, Mar 13, 1906, recorded by R. H. Harris.

Bx4 Fld4  Ellen G. White and Plagiarism: *How to Live*
*How to Live* booklet attached with a notes by MacIvor
on Ellen G. White’s quoting of other authors.

Bx4 Fld5  Ellen G. White Testimonies
on working for Influential men White’s quotation of “The
greatest want of the world.”
Manuscript Release 146: Testimonies from Ellen G. White to
Kellogg.

Bx4 Fld6  MacIvor’s Notes . . .
on the White letter collections at the White vault in
Washington D.C. and the summary of his interview with
Author White, taped by Lenna MacIvor, Oct 30, 1975.

Bx4 Fld7  “Confession of Elder James White at the Beginning of his
last sickness, Aug 1, 1881, taken down by Uriah
Smith.

Pamphlets

Bx4 Fld8  About Ellen G. White and Plagiarism

III. Newspaper/Clippings

Bx4 Fld9  “Battle Creek Has ‘White’ House,” *The Battle Creek Enquirer

Battle Creek Materials

I. Writings

Magazines & Pamphlets

Bx4 Fld10  *Following the Pioneers in Historic Michigan: Seventh-
Day Adventists Historical Landmarks in Battle Creek, Michigan*

*Battle Creek Michigan–City of Opportunity*

*Battle Creek Tabernacle*

Manuscripts

Bx4 Fld11 “Interesting Places and Legends around and about Battle Creek.”

Battle Creek Sanitarium Materials

I. Correspondence

Bx4 Fld12 Letters concerning Battle Creek Sanitarium, 1956-1967
J. T. Christiansen to J. L. McElhany regarding the attempt of the General Conference to gain control over the Battle Creek Sanitarium.

II. Writings

Articles

Bx4 Fld13 Controversy over the New Battle Creek Sanitarium Charter
The Battle Creek Sanitarium assets reported by Enquirer and News, Jun 16, 1945.
Kellogg’s management of the Battle Creek Sanitarium, Dec 24, 1941. Author unknown.

Bx4 Fld14 Battle Creek Sanitarium Anniversaries
“Celebrating 125 Years,” by Laura Culver and Duff Stoltz, Lake Union Herald, Sep 1991.

Bx4 Fld15 Battle Creek Sanitarium news
  “New X-Ray installed in the Sanitarium”
  “A Friend of Abraham Lincoln is Welcomed at the Sanitarium,”
  “Six of Our Nursery Babies in Good Hands,” a picture of Sanitarium nurses.

Lectures

Bx4 Fld16 “Lecture given by Dr. Alexis Carrel, at the Miami-Battle Creek, Mar 5\textsuperscript{th}, 1939”
  “Opening Address of Medical Day, Pacific Union Conference,” by Dr. H. F. Rand

Manuscripts

Bx4 Fld17 Religious Life at the Battle Creek Sanitarium

Bx4 Fld18 Battle Creek Sanitarium Statistics
  Board and Treatment Report for Week Ending Mar 14, 1908.
  Yearly Patronage, Battle Creek Sanitarium Patients Assigned According to Record Office Report (employees or special examinations not included): 1890 to 1939.
  Battle Creek Sanitarium Annual Patronage: Battle Creek Sanitarium, a chart, 1866 to 1939.

Bx4 Fld19 “God’s Design in Establishing Sanitarium” by Ellen G. White, Dec 22, 1899.

Bx4 Fld20 Battle Creek mayor’s address after the Sanitarium fire, Feb 19, 1902.

Bx4 Fld21 Reorganization of the Health Reform Institute
  “Meeting of Committee” – a committee meeting minutes regarding the organizing of an association to take charge of the work previously done by the Health Reform Institute. Ot
  “Mass Meeting Held in the Sanitarium Chapel Jul 8, 1897, to Consider the Matter of the Reorganization of the Health Reform Institute.”
Bx4 Fld22 Other manuscripts

“Meeting of Doctors, Nurses and Medical Students in the Sanitarium Chapel,” Apr 28, 1901 with Miss A. M. Winegar, M. D. as chairman.

Sanitarium graduates in the US Army


The case of Bernarr McFadden who claimed to have a sanitarium at Battle Creek.

“Regime for Mucous Colitis (Inflammation of the Bowel) as Followed at the Battle Creek Sanitarium.”

“The Battle Creek Sanitarium Health Ladder.”

Description of Palm Garden, Battle Creek Sanitarium.

“A Sanitarium Experience” by Frank Crane, The Battle Creek Idea, Feb 1916.

“The Sanitarium Personnel”

“Resolution” by the Battle Creek Church to urge Michigan Sanitarium to loan money to Battle Creek Sanitarium, Mar 8, 1954.

Battle Creek Season’s Greetings

Pamphlets

Bx4 Fld23 Battle Creek Sanitarium Controversy


“The Facts as to the Investigation of the Battle Creek Sanitarium,” published by John Harvey Kellogg and his company. No date.

Bx4 Fld24 The Miami-Battle Creek Sanitarium

A Gift Book from the Miami-Battle Creek. Packages of Introduction and advertisement on the Sanitarium. No date.

The Story of the Miami-Battle Creek: The Building of an Institution Out of Two Great Men’s Dreams. No date.

Bx4 Fld25 Introductions to Sanitariums

“The Battle Creek Sanitarium,” by George B. Lake, Sep 1925.
Wildwood Sanitarium & Hospital: Only A Very Few Know What a Sanitarium Really is . . . Do You? The Battle Creek Idea, Jan 1929.

III. Newspaper/Clippings

Bx4 Fld26 Struggle for Control over the Battle Creek Sanitarium


“Struggle over San Control Taken to Court: New Injunction Halts Efforts to Reorganize,” The Battle Creek Enquirer and News, Apr 2, 1943.


Bx4 Fld28 Battle Creek Sanitarium’s Centennial booklet and newspaper reports.

IV. Photographs

Bx5 Fld1 Photocopies of pictures of Battle Creek Sanitarium and John H. Kellogg.

Bx5 Fld2 Battle Creek Sanitarium buildings

Bx5 Fld3 Framed picture of old Battle Creek Sanitarium which burned in 1902.

Bx5 Fld4 Postcards of Sanitarium buildings

Battle Creek Food Company Materials

I. Writings

Brochure

Bx5 Fld5 Battle Creek recipes for Meatless Dinners with Vegetable Entrees
Manuscripts

Bx5 Fld6 Authorized Dealers’ Price List, Oct 1954.
     Dealers’ Net Price List, Apr 1954.
     Chain Grocer Price List, Apr 1954.
     Chain Store Price List, Apr 1954.
     Postcards of Battle Creek Food Company
Bx5 Fld7 “Dr. John Harvey Kellogg and Battle Creek Foods,” author unknown.

Health Reform/Medical Materials

I. Writings

Articles

Bx5 Fld8 Collections from The Health Reformer/Good Health, 1866-1942.
Bx5 Fld9 About healthful diet free from coffee, wine and meat
     “What Abram Ate,” by Henry Gaubert, condensed from Abraham, Loved by God.
     “Possibilities of Hydrotherapy in a Psychiatric Hospital,” Archives of Physical Medicine, Aug 1946, p. 526, by Paul A. Nelson, M. D.
     “Health and Temperance”—the beginning of health reform by Joseph Bates.

Manuscripts

Bx5 Fld10 On Healthful Living
Bx6 Fld1 On History of Health Reform by Ellen G. White, James White, John H. Kellogg, John Loughborough
Bx6 Fld2 “Catalogue Check List for Health Reform and Hydropathy in Nineteenth-Century America” edited by Ron Numbers.
Bx6 Fld3 A. W. Truman
     Address to Heber H. Votaw regarding Health Message and the College of Medical
Evangelists circulating in the form of pamphlet, Jan 17, 1961.
Truman’s Dear Brethren letter/booklet regarding the health message, published by Religious Liberty and Temperance Association.

Pamphlet & Magazines

Bx6 Fld4 Including:

Life and Health--60th Anniversary Issue 1885-1945:

II. Newspaper/Clippings

Bx 6 Fld5 Concerning food dyes, moderate diet cut, etc.

1919 Bible Conference Materials

I. Writings

Articles

Bx6 Fld6 Materials ranging from 1919 Bible Conference to the Desmond Ford controversy including

1 issue of Adventist Heritage, fall 1984.
1 issue of Insight, Oct 13, 1981.
“Knittel Calls for Church Unity,” Lifeline, no date.

Manuscripts

Bx6 Fld7 “Sequence of Materials in the 1919 Bible Conference, Transcripts and Papers,” no author, no date.
“Manuscript Release #146, ” Ellen G. White’s letters to John H. Kellogg, 1887 to 1904.
“Principles of Prophetic Interpretation,” by M. C. Wilcox, no date.
This presentation defends the view that the papacy is the King of the North. No date.
“C. M. Sorenson on the Eastern Question,” no author, no date.
“The Eastern Question” by the delegates, no date.

John Harvey Kellogg Materials

I. Personal Documents

Biographical Information

Bx6 Fld8 Kellogg’s Family Genealogy

Bx6 Fld9 Mrs. Kellogg
   Life Sketch of Mrs. Kellogg
   MacIvor’s summary of Mrs. Kellogg’s diary, Nov 26, 1878

Correspondence: Most of these letters are type-written copies of the originals. The photocopies and originals are indicated.

Bx6 Fld10 Kellogg’s Letter Collection, 1878 to 1930: 4 copies.
   By Consul-General of the United States to Mexico introducing Kellogg [photocopies of the original]
   Kellogg to co-laborers at the Sanitarium, 1885
   Kellogg to Sidney Brownsburger, the first president of Battle Creek College, Jun 15, 1887; Jul 18, 1930.
      [photocopies of the original]
Bx6 Fld11 Kellogg’s Letter Collection, 1895. 4 copies.
   Kellogg to William C. White expressing his concern for William C. White’s slowness in practicing health reform message, and about a young man named Pomare from Australia, Aug 7, 1895.
Bx6 Fld12 Kellogg’s Letter Collection, 1899. 4 copies.
   Kellogg’s resignation letter to Ellen G. White, Mar 9, 1899.
Bx6 Fld13 Kellogg’s Letter Collection, 1900, 2 copies.
   William C. White to J. J. Wessels regarding the sanitarium work in Australia.
   W. K. Kellogg to Miss Brown asking for a letter written by Kellogg to William C. White in which Kellogg asked William C. White not to intervene his mother’s work.
Bx6 Fld14 Kellogg’s Letter Collection, 1901, 1 copy.
   Wilhelm Winternitz to Kellogg, May 18, 1901.
Bx6 Fld15 Kellogg’s Letter Collection, 1902, 38 copies.
  William C. White to Kellogg regarding the food business and their friendship.
  Kellogg–S. N. Haskell letters regarding the health reform work in New York, etc.
  Kellogg–George Butler letters regarding the Southern Association and the medical missionary work in the South, and Butler’s son.
  Ellen G. White letters on medical missionary work especially the manufacture of health food.
  George Butler’s resignation letter as president of the Southern Publishing Association.
  Kellogg to George Butler Report of a portion of a council-meeting held at Mrs. Ellen G. White’s house, Oct 19, 1902.

Bx6 Fld16 Kellogg’s Letter Collection, Jan 1903, 8 copies.
  Kellogg to Ellen G. White

Bx6 Fld17 Kellogg’s Letter Collection, Jan to Jul 1903, 21 copies.
  Kellogg–Butler letters regarding A. G. Daniells and the work in the South, and fund raising.
  Kellogg to William C. White regarding the work in Guadalajara, Mexico.
  Kellogg–Haskell regarding A. G. Daniells.
  Haskell’s letter to the General Conference Assembled regarding the work in the cities.
  W. C. Kellogg’s letter to Mrs. Riggs asking her to file the report of the Meeting of the Sanitarium Food Companies held in 1901. The 1901 report is attached to the letter.

Bx7 Fld1 Kellogg’s Letter Collection, Aug to Dec 1903, 32 copies.
  Kellogg–Butler letters regarding GC, Living Temple, and Kellogg’s leaving the “ship.”
  Kellogg–Haskell letter regarding Prescott, Living Temple, Story of Daniel
  Kellogg– William C. White letters regarding Living Temple, the sales of Education.
  Statement by M. G. Kellogg. [photocopy of the original]

Bx7 Fld2 Kellogg’s Letter Collection, Jan 1904, 14 copies.
  Kellogg– William C. White regarding Living Temple, a lady Dona DeJernette
  Kellogg–Butler letters regarding Brunson’s heresy, the Testimony, and Daniells.

Bx7 Fld3 Kellogg’s Letter Collection, Feb 1904, 11 copies.
  Kellogg–Haskell letters regarding Kellogg’s situation, Haskell explains why he refuse to have Battle
Creek Sanitarium advertisement for nurses in the
Bible Training School, bans on books by the
General Conference Book Committee, the
“boycott” from General Conference on sending
young people to Battle Creek Sanitarium,
Kellogg–Butler letters regarding Battle Creek
Sanitarium, the *Living Temple*
William C. White to Kellogg regarding Kellogg’s help
in Washington.

Bx7 Fld4 Kellogg’s Letter Collection, Mar 1904, 10 copies.
Kellogg– William C. White letter regarding the
General Conference, and Testimony vol. 8.
Kellogg– Haskell regarding *Living Temple*, General
Conference people.
Kellogg–Butler letters regarding Kellogg’s Pantheistic
teaching.

Bx7 Fld5 Kellogg’s Letter Collection, Apr 1904, 17 copies.
Kellogg–Haskell letters regarding *The Miracle of Life*,
Haskell’s health.
Kellogg–Butler letters regarding William C. White, A.
G.Daniells and William W. Prescott’s public
campaign against Kellogg, the *Living Temple*, and
the Testimony.
W. K. Kellogg to William C. White regarding the
situation of various patents.

Bx8 Fld1 Kellogg’s Letter Collection, May 1 to 10, 1904, 8 copies.
Kellogg–Butler letters regarding the *Living Temple*,
and the misrepresentations of Kellogg by the General
Conference people, the circulation of Watchman,
Kellogg’s intention to resign from all denominational
position, and to make the Sanitarium and the Medical
Missionary College undenominational, Kellogg’s
humanitarian view of the medical work, and his
attitude towards the Testimony.

Bx8 Fld2 Kellogg’s Letter Collection, May 12 to 31, 1904, 10
copies.
Kellogg–Butler letters regarding Kellogg’s intention of
leaving the Church, the Berrien Springs meeting,
and William C. White,
George Butler to Ellen G. White regarding Kellogg
Kellogg to Steve N. Haskell and Butler regarding the
meeting he attended in Berrien Springs.

Bx8 Fld3 Kellogg’s Letter Collection, Jun 1904, 9 copies.
Kellogg–Butler letters regarding Kellogg’s long talk
with William C. White in Berrien Springs, Battle
Creek Sanitarium’s advertisement for nurses,
Brunson’s leaving for Baptist church.
Ellen G. White’s letter to Kellogg.
Kellogg to Steven N. Haskell regarding the *Living Temple*.

Bx8 Fld4 Kellogg’s Letter Collection, Jul 1904, 12 copies.
Kellogg–Haskell letters regarding the *Living Temple*, and Kellogg’s trials.
Kellogg–Butler letters regarding financial situation in the Battle Creek Sanitarium, and Kellogg’s trials.

Bx8 Fld5 Kellogg’s Letter Collection, Aug to Sep 1904, 4 copies.
Kellogg–Butler letters regarding *Living Temple*.

Bx8 Fld6 Kellogg’s Letter Collection, Oct 1904, 10 copies.
Kellogg–Haskell letters regarding A. G. Daniells and W. W. Prescott, and Kellogg’s own situation.
Kellogg–Butler letters regarding Kellogg’s spiritual condition.

Bx8 Fld7 Kellogg’s Letter Collection, Nov to Dec 1904, 10 copies.
William C. White to Kellogg regarding Ellen G. White’s letter to Kellogg
Kellogg–Haskell letters regarding Kellogg’s trials.
Kellogg–Butler letters regarding the work in Nashville.

Bx8 Fld8 Kellogg’s Letter Collection, Jan 1905, 6 copies.
Kellogg–Butler letters regarding Kellogg’s trials.
Kellogg–Haskell letters regarding their situations.

Bx8 Fld9 Kellogg’s Letter Collection, Feb 1905, 18 copies.
Kellogg–Butler letters regarding the Medical Missionary and Benevolent Association, the work in Nashville, and the Washington Sanitarium.
Kellogg–Haskell letters regarding the work in the South.
Minutes of annual Meeting of International Medical Missionary and Benevolent Association, Feb 2, 1905, Battle Creek, MI.

Bx8 Fld10 Kellogg’s Letter Collection, Mar 1905, 3 copies.
Kellogg–Butler letters regarding the Guadalajara Sanitarium, Mexico.

Bx8 Fld11 Kellogg’s Letter Collection, Apr to Jun 1905, 7 copies.
Kellogg–Haskell letters
Kellogg–Butler letters regarding the GC committee, and a Dr. Shively.

Bx8 Fld12 Kellogg’s Letter Collection, Jul to Sep 1905, 15 copies.
Kellogg–Butler letters
Kellogg–Haskell letters
Bx8 Fld13 Kellogg's Letter Collection, Oct to Dec 1905, 28 copies.

George Thomason to Kellogg regarding Ellen G. White's testimony of preventing mature young people to go to Battle Creek Sanitarium.

A. G. Daniells and W. W. Prescott to Morris Lukens regarding Kellogg's presence in the Philadelphia Sanitarium dedication service.

Kellogg–Haskell letters

Kellogg–Butler letters

H. B. Knapp to Kellogg regarding Kellogg's presence in the Philadelphia Sanitarium dedication service.

George C. Tenney to Kellogg talking about daily affairs in Battle Creek Sanitarium during the absence of Kellogg.

L. E. Froom–H. F. Rand correspondence regarding the influence of Medical Alliance.

Bx9 Fld1 Kellogg's Letter Collection, Jan 1906, 27 copies.

Kellogg–Haskell letters

George M. Brown to Kellogg regarding the Testimony and the value of the Guadalajara sanitarium.

Kellogg–J. E. White letters regarding a copy of a meeting report held at Ellen G. White's home that Kellogg had.

G. W. Amadon to Kellogg inviting him to go to the tabernacle to hear Ellen G. White's letter addressed to the "Brethren and Sisters of Battle Creek."

Kellogg to Dr. Kate Lindsay regarding some reports about Battle Creek and the marriage life of Dr. Waggoner.

Kellogg to Irving Keck regarding Dr. Waggoner's life.

A. T. Jones to A. G. Daniells

Kellogg-Sarah McEnterfer letters


A. T. Jones to Kellogg commenting on Steven N. Haskell's letter to Kellogg.

Kellogg–Butler letters

"Be Guarded," Ellen G. White's testimony.

"Unity in Christ," Ellen G. White's testimony.

Bx9 Fld2 Kellogg's Letter Collection, Feb 1906, 13 copies.

Kellogg–Haskell letters

Kellogg–George Brown letters

Kellogg to Ellen G. White

Kellogg to D. P. Ziegler asserting his religious beliefs.

A. G. Daniells to L. C. Leake regarding Daniells' attitude toward health reform.
I. H. Evans to John Harvey Kellogg
Jesse Arthur to John Harvey Kellogg
John Callahan to John Harvey Kellogg

George Butler to Kellogg recalling the sanitarium’s history as a denominational institute.

C. C. Nicola to Kellogg regarding the re-organization of the New England Sanitarium.

A. E. Place to General Conference Tenney regarding Paul K. Gaston & George R. B. Myers to Kellogg George M. Brown to Judge Jesse Arthur regarding the re-organization of the Guadalajara, Mexico.

George M. Brown to Kellogg regarding the re-organization of Guadalajara, Mexico.

Kellogg to George M. Brown regarding General Conference’s claim over the ownership of Guadalajara sanitarium.

C. P. Farnsworth to Kellogg explaining the reason for his resignation from Madison sanitarium work.

Jesse Arthur to Kellogg regarding the Guadalajara Sanitarium, Evans.

Kellogg–George Butler letters regarding faith in the Testimony.

W. F. Smith to Kellogg about the general situation of his life.

M. G. Kellogg to Kellogg regarding Ellen G. White’s testimony on the Chicago building.

David Paulson to Ellen G. White regarding the Testimony Extract from M. G. Kellogg to Kellogg regarding the Living Temple.

M. G. Kellogg to Kellogg regarding his meeting with Ellen G. White concerning the Living Temple, and an earthquake in his place.

Charles T. Shaffer to a friend in Battle Creek regarding a meeting with the General Conference people.

Kellogg to George I. Butler regarding his faith in the Testimony and his own situation.

R. K. Gaston & George R. B. Myers to Kellogg complaining about the promise Kellogg had given them and also the payment due them.

George Thompson to Kellogg from Cape Sanitarium regarding A. T. Jones’ Letter

W. S. Sadler to Ellen G. White asking certain explanations regarding the Testimony.
Bx9 Fld5  Kellogg’s Letter Collection, May 1906, 10 copies.

- Ellen G. White’s testimony against sending students to Battle Creek.
- Ellen G. White’s testimony to Drs. Paulson, Reed, Edwards, Morse, Riley, and Judge Arthur.
- M. G. Kellogg to Kellogg regarding Ellen G. White’s testimony, his meeting with W. C. White, Sarah, and Ellen G. White.
- Kellogg’s letter statement “The Truth” regarding a statement made on the James White Memorial Home by the *Review and Herald*.
- Kellogg to George M. Brown regarding Guadalajara Sanitarium, Mexico.
- Jesse Arthur to Kellogg regarding the Testimony.
- C. L. Taylor to Kellogg and A. T. Jones regarding his resignation from Battle Creek Sanitarium.
- D. K. Funk to Kellogg defending Kellogg against the Adventist charge of Pantheism.

Bx9 Fld6  Kellogg’s Letter Collection, Jun 1906, 10 copies.

- M. G. Kellogg to Kellogg regarding his interview with W. C. White, Ellen G. White and William C. White.
- Postscript of a letter written to Dr. C. C. Nicolar from a correspondent in Washington, D. C regarding some gossip about the Sanitarium.
- Ellen G. White’s short reply to David Paulson and W. S. Sadler,
- J. E. Froom to George A. Thomason regarding Kellogg.
- D. H. Kress to Kellogg regarding the Testimony.
- C. Porter to Kellogg regarding “The Truth,” a statement sent out by Kellogg concerning a statement made by *Review and Herald*.
- R. Bryant Leak to A. G. Daniells regarding Daniells letter to L. C. Leake.
- Kellogg’s “Dear Brother” letter concerning issues with GC in regard to the International Medical Missionary and Benevolent Association.

Bx9 Fld7  Kellogg’s letter collection, Jul to Aug 1906, 10 copies.

- George Thomason to Kellogg
- Jesse Arthur to Kellogg regarding the transfer of the Guadalajara San, Mexico, property from Mr. Newton to B.C. San, and the money he invested on Kellogg’s corn flake.
- A. G. Daniells to Dr. C. C. Nicola regarding A. T. Jones’ statement concerning Daniells and the presidency of the General Conference.
M. G. Kellogg to Kellogg regarding his financial situation, A.
T. Jones and other family matters.
C. L. Taylor’s letter regarding a report that Kellogg attended certain picnic during which ham was served.
O. W. Hayward’s letter
I. H. Evans to Alfred and Eugenis Hobbs regarding the account owing them by the International Medical Missionary and Benevolent Association.
Kellogg to Dr. Hayward regarding his pantheist belief.
L. C. Leake to Kellogg regarding A. G. Daniells’ letter

Bx9 Fld8 Kellogg’s Letter Collection, Sep 1906, 3 copies.
Mortensen, M. A. to Kellogg writing from Skodsborg, Denmark.
George Thomason to Kellogg writing from the Cape Sanitarium, South Africa.

Bx9 Fld9 Kellogg’s Letter Collection, Oct 1906, 10 copies.
F. A. Washburn to W. T. Terry regarding the sanitarium condition in Nashville, Tennessee.
C. C. Nicola to Kellogg regarding A.G. Daniells’ letter.
W. J. McCormick to Kellogg regarding the financial situation of the sanitarium in Toronto.
M. G. Kellogg to Kellogg
A. G. Daniells to Morris Lukens regarding Lukens invitation for him to speak at the dedication service of the Pennsylvania Sanitarium.
Someone unidentified wrote to Kellogg regarding American Medical Missionary College
L. C. Leake to Kellogg
W. A. Spicer to Lena J. Steinel, secretary Haskell Home Julius Paulson statement made in Kellogg’s office.

Bx9 Fld10 Kellogg’s Letter Collection, Nov to Dec 1906, 9 copies.
George C. Tenney to J. H. Camp regarding a letter received by E. R. Palmer about Kellogg.
Kellogg’s letter to corn flake stock holders.
Irving Keck to Kellogg stating his faith in the Testimony.
Attorney J. S. Commins from Guadalajara, Mexico to Kellogg regarding Guadalajara sanitarium.
Irving Keck to Kellogg apologizing for his misunderstanding of Kellogg’s dealing with lady nurses.
Lena Kellogg Sadler to Kellogg thanking him for the Corn Flake stock letter.
William C. White to A. G. Daniells regarding Testimonies on Tabernacle church.
Bx9 Fld11 Kellogg’s Letter Collection, Jan 1907, 7 copies.
   H. W. Carr to J. W. Bacheller regarding an Elder Lane
Kellogg to J. S. Comins, Guadalajara, Mexico
Francis G. Benedict to Kellogg regarding Kellogg’s
food products
Kellogg to B. D. Harison, Michigan State Board of
Registration in Medicine.
Charles K. Wheelock to Kellogg regarding Kellogg’s
burdens.
H. B. Knapp to Kellogg regarding the situation in
Pennsylvania Sanitarium.

Bx9 Fld12 Kellogg’s Letter Collection, Feb 1907, 16 copies.
Kellogg–Irving Keck correspondence regarding GC
and William C. White.
H. B. Knapp to Kellogg
Kellogg to L. McCoy: Resolution Passed by the Board
of Trustees of the Battle Creek Sanitarium.
William C. Whitehite to R. A. Hart
F. E. Belden to Kellogg

Bx9 Fld13 Kellogg’s Letter Collection, Mar to Jun 1907, 5 copies.
R. S. Owen to Kellogg regarding Kellogg and A. G.
Daniells.
W. G. Spicer to Kellogg regarding Haskell Home and
James White Memorial Home.
Herbert Ossig to Kellogg
J. T. Case to Miss Aldrich with an attachment of
William C. White’s letter to A. G. Daniells on Dec
20, 1906.

Bx9 Fld14 Kellogg’s Letter Collection, Jul to Sep 1907, 11 copies.
J. N. Loughborough–Kellogg–Irving Keck letters
regarding a $500 payment due to Loughborough.
A. G. Daniells to Irving Keck
Kellogg–Will K. Kellogg letters regarding Corn Flake
stock.

Bx9 Fld15 Kellogg’s Letter Collection, Oct to Nov 1907, 8 copies.
J. N. Loughborough to Kellogg regarding the $600 he
received from Kellogg.

Bx9 Fld16 Kellogg’s Letter Collection, Dec 1907, 13 copies.
Kellogg–G. W. Amadon letters
H. A. Kelly to Kellogg
Kellogg–Chappell & Earl letters
Andres Kapoustiansky’s letter from Russia showing
sympathy to Kellogg and consider him a reformer.
Kellogg–Wilfrid C. Kellogg letters
J. W. Madden to Kellogg
Kellogg to T. H. Robinson regarding illegal parties who are making protose using Kellogg’s formula.
“My First and Last word” by J. H. Kellogg, Dec 7, 1907
“Report by Elder Sheafe of A Meeting Held in His Church.”

Bx9 Fld17 Kellogg’s Letter Collection, Jan to Mar 1908, 31 copies.
Chappell and earl to Kellogg regarding Wahl-Henius patent.
M. G. Kellogg to Kellogg regarding the Interview by Amadon and Bordeau, the law suit of the GC against Kellogg, and the Living Temple, M. G. Kellogg’s plan to see Ellen G. White.
Dr. Rands address at Pacific Union Conference.
Kellogg’s letter to Sarah McEnterfer
A. T. Jones to Kellogg regarding the lawsuit with the General Conference.
B. D. Harison, secretary of Michigan State Board of Registration in Medicine to Kellogg
Flemming Carrow to Kellogg
Otis Hague to Kellogg with a list of Kellogg’s personal unpaid bills.
Irving Keck to Kellogg
Kellogg– W. K. Kellogg correspondence regarding their business
Wilford C. Kellogg to KelloggR. O. Eastman to Kellogg regarding formula for colax, colsmin and Antiseptic Peptic Capsules.
Nellie Kellogg van Schaick to Kellogg
Wilfred C. Kellogg to the American Medical Missionary Board, Trustee
Kellogg to W. E. Goff

Bx10 Fld1 Kellogg’s Letter Collection, Apr to Jun 1908, 12 copies.
Jesse Arthur to Kellogg
M. G. Kellogg to Kellogg regarding a lawsuit
M. G’s statement regarding Battle Creek Sanitarium charter
M. A. Egen to Kellogg enclosed a report: “American Medical Missionary College. Inspected by the Committee on the Administration of the Medical Practice Act, Feb 26, 1908.
Kellogg to Mrs. M. D. Amadon regarding giving financial assistance to a Grace who was also assisted by the General Conference on condition of denouncing the Sanitarium.
Kellogg to Irving Keck regarding a law suit
Kellogg to Steven N. Haskell
Bx10 Fld2 Kellogg’s Letter Collection, Oct to Dec 1908, 4 copies.
   M. G. Kellogg to Kellogg regarding his encounter with
   W. C. White and Ellen G. White, Nov. 18, 1908.
   M. G. Kellogg to Julia E. McDowell.
Bx10 Fld3 Kellogg’s Letter Collection: 1909 to 1937, 5 copies.
   Kellogg–Magan correspondence
   Kellogg–F. J. Foley, Nov 23, 1934. [photocopy of the
   original]
Bx10 Fld4 Kellogg’s Letter Collection, 1914 to 1929, 6 copies.
   Kellogg to his wife Ella on his 67th birthday [Original
   Handwritten Letter], 1920
   American College of Surgeons to Kellogg
   Kellogg–Luther Burbank correspondence
   John D. Rockefeller, Jr. to Kellogg
Bx10 Fld5 Kellogg’s Letter Collection, Oct 1938, 4 copies.
   Statement upon his 87th birthday
Bx10 Fld6 Kellogg’s Letter Collection, 1940 to 1943, 12 copies.
   Letters concerning a legal issue with Boston Store,
   June 29, 1940. [Original copy of the letter with
   Kellogg’s handwritten signature]
   Kellogg–Arthur I. Kendall letters
   Kellogg–Henry F. Vaughan letters
Bx10 Fld7 Kellogg’s Dear Friend Letter, no date, 4 copies.
Bx10 Fld8 Undated letters, 2 copies.
   Mrs. Hanover to Dr. Geisel regarding a meeting with
   the General Conference.
   Kellogg to Ellen G. White regarding his attitude and
   the attitude of the Battle Creek Sanitarium.

II. Writings (about John H. Kellogg)

Articles

   Bx10 Fld9 Good Health series about John H. Kellogg, Nov 1951 to
   Aug 1953.
   Bx10 Fld10 Articles related to Kellogg’s dis-fellowship
   Bx10 Fld11 Other articles:
      “Kellogg’s Counsel to Church Critics,” by James R.
      “Kellogg revisited,” by William G. Johnsson, Adventist
      “Dr. John Harvey Kellogg 1852-1943,” Natural Way,
      “Another Visit to the Doctor: A New Adventist
      Museum Honors A Prodigal Who Never Came
“Personal Bicycle Exhibited–Dr. Kellogg’s 101st Birthday Anniversary Marked.”

Manuscripts

*The Lord’s Physician* Manuscripts (by Charles MacIvor)

- Bx10 Fld12 The Almost Complete Manuscripts in chapters
- Bx10 Fld13 The Preface: carbon copy
- Bx11 Fld1 The Preface raw materials.
- Bx11 Fld2 Chapter Outline: carbon copy
- Bx11 Fld3 Prologue
- Bx11 Fld4 Chapter 1: Michigan’s Amazing Kellogg: carbon copy
- Bx11 Fld5 Chapter 2: The Kellogg Lad: raw materials
- Bx11 Fld6 Chapter 3: Biological Living: carbon copy
- Bx11 Fld7 Chapter 3: Biological Living: raw materials, including “Physiologic Therapeutics on the Mission Field” by Kellogg.
- Bx11 Fld8 Chapter 4: The Lord’s Physician: carbon copy.
- Bx11 Fld9 Chapter 4: The Lord’s Physician: raw materials.
- Bx12 Fld1 Chapter 5: Early Influences: carbon copies
- Bx12 Fld2 Chapter 5: Early Influence: raw materials “The Setting” Kellogg’s mother. The historical setting
- Bx12 Fld3 Chapter 6: A Dedicated Life, carbon copies
- Bx12 Fld4 Chapter 6: A Dedicated Life, raw materials.
- Bx12 Fld5 Chapter 7: This Man Kellogg, carbon copies
- Bx12 Fld6 Chapter 7: This Man Kellogg, raw materials.
- Bx12 Fld7 Chapter 7: This Man Kellogg, raw materials (cont.)
- Bx13 Fld1 Chapter 8: Search for Truth, carbon copies.
- Bx13 Fld2 Chapter 8: Search for Truth, raw materials.
- Bx13 Fld3 Chapter 9: A Man of Many Talents, carbon copies.
- Bx13 Fld4 Chapter 9: A Man of Many Talents, raw materials.
- Bx13 Fld5 Chapter 10: Off to Study Medicine, carbon copies.
- Bx13 Fld6 Chapter 10: Off to Study Medicine, raw materials.
- Bx13 Fld7 Chapter 10: Off to Study Medicine, raw materials (cont.)
  - Battle Creek Sanitarium History, 1871 to 1910.
- Bx13 Fld8 Chapter 10A: Off to Study Medicine, raw materials.
  - Battle Creek Sanitarium History, 1921 to 1968
- Bx13 Fld9 Chapter 10C: Off to Study Medicine, raw materials.
  - American Medical Missionary College
- Bx13 Fld10 Chapter 10D: Off to Study Medicine, raw materials
  - Year Book 1896, Battle Creek Sanitarium
Bx13 Fld11  Chapter 10E: Off to Study Medicine, raw materials.
           Prof. Pavlov's Work
Bx14 Fld1  Chapter 11: Dr. Kellogg - A Wise Decision, carbon copy
Bx14 Fld2  Chapter 11: Dr. Kellogg - A Wise Decision, raw materials.
           Battle Creek System
Bx14 Fld3  Chapter 11: Dr. Kellogg - A Wise Decision, raw materials (cont.)
           Battle Creek Idea
Bx14 Fld4  Chapter 12: A Noble Experiment, carbon copies.
Bx14 Fld5  Chapter 12: A Noble Experiment, raw materials.
Bx15 Fld1  Chapter 12: A Noble Experiment, raw materials (cont.)
           12F: M. G. Kellogg's Letter
Bx15 Fld2  Chapter 12: A Noble Experiment, raw materials (cont.)
           12H: Kellogg's Poems
Bx15 Fld3  Chapter 13: Building A Great Institution, carbon copies.
Bx15 Fld4  Chapter 13: Building A Great Institution, raw materials.
Bx15 Fld5  Chapter 13A: Building A Great Institution, raw materials.
           A Friend to the Orphans, Aged, and Outcast.
Bx15 Fld6  Chapter 13B: Building A Great Institution, raw materials.
           Sanitarium Mission Work
Bx15 Fld7  Chapter 13C: Building A Great Institution, raw materials.
           Hospital Endowed Beds
Bx15 Fld8  Chapter 14: Fire! Fire! Fire!, carbon copies.
Bx15 Fld9  Chapter 14A: Fire! Fire! Fire!, raw materials.
           Dr. Sadler Interview
Bx15 Fld10 Chapter 14 C: Fire! Fire! Fire!, raw materials.
           Battle Creek Cereal Bowl
Bx15 Fld11 Chapter 15: Rebuilding on the Ashes, carbon copy.
Bx15 Fld12 Chapter 15: Rebuilding on the Ashes, raw materials.
           Including testimonies from Ellen G. White
           concerning the building of the sanitarium, and the
           speeches
           made by Kellogg after the fire and in the ground
           opening of the new building.
Bx15 Fld13 Chapter 16: Dedication of the New San, carbon copy.
Bx15 Fld14 Chapter 16: Dedication of the New San, raw materials.
Chapter 16: Dedication of the New San, raw materials (cont.)
Sons & Daughters of God

Chapter 16C: Dedication of the New San, raw materials.
Effects of Light on Clothing and Growth


Chapter 18: The Tower Addition, pictures.
Chapter 18: The Tower Addition, raw materials.
A Man of Faith, Prayer and Vision

Chapter 18: The Tower Addition, raw materials (cont.)


Chapter 20: Miami-Battle Creek, carbon copy.
Chapter 20: Miami-Battle Creek, raw materials.
A Faith to Live by

Chapter 20: Miami-Battle Creek, raw materials cont.)
A. Lincoln

Chapter 21: Man’s Nobility, carbon copy.
Chapter 21A: Man’s Nobility, raw materials.
Man’s Original Diet

Chapter 21: Man’s Nobility, raw materials (cont.)
Advantages of A Non-Flesh Diet

Chapter 21: Man’s Nobility, raw materials (cont.)
Advantages of A Non-Flesh Diet

Chapter 21: Man’s Nobility, raw materials (cont.)
Advantages of A Non-Flesh Diet


Chapter 23: Other Missionary Activities. carbon copy

Chapter 23: Other Missionary Activities. raw materials.
Chapter 23: Other Missionary Activities. raw materials (cont.)

Chapter 24: A Day’s Busy Schedule, carbon copy.
Day in the Operating Room
A Day’s Busy Schedule


A prediction made by Kellogg regarding the bright future of sanitarium.
Bx18 Fld9  Chapter 26: Battle Creek Sanitarium Nurses, carbon copy.
Bx18 Fld10 Chapter 26: Battle Creek Sanitarium Nurses, raw materials.
Bx18 Fld11 Chapter 27: A Devoted Helpmate, carbon copies.
Kellogg’s wife.
Bx18 Fld12 Chapter 27: A Devoted Helpmate, raw material.
Bx19 Fld1 Chapter 28: Golden Jubilee, carbon copy.
Bx19 Fld2 Chapter 28: Golden Jubilee, raw materials.
The Fiftieth Anniversary of the Founding of the Battle Creek San
Bx19 Fld3 Chapter 29: The Use of Natural Remedies, carbon copies.
Bx19 Fld4 Chapter 29: The Use of Natural Remedies, raw materials.
Bx19 Fld5 Chapter 29: The Use of Natural Remedies, raw materials (cont.)
Bx20 Fld1 Chapter 30: Inner Cleanliness, carbon copies.
Bx20 Fld2 Chapter 30: Inner Cleanliness, raw materials.
Bx20 Fld3 Chapter 31: Feeding a Hungry World, carbon copies.
Bx20 Fld4 Chapter 31: Feeding a Hungry World, raw materials.
Bx20 Fld5 Chapter 32: Gave Credit to Others, carbon copies.
Bx20 Fld6 Chapter 32: Gave Credit to Others, raw materials.
Bx20 Fld7 Chapter 33: An Inspirational Leader, carbon copy.
Bx20 Fld8 Chapter 33: An Inspirational Leader, raw materials.
Bx20 Fld9 Chapter 34: Cereal Bowl of America, carbon copy
Bx20 Fld10 Chapter 35: “We’ll Run You Out of Town,” carbon copy.
Bx20 Fld11 Chapter 35: “We’ll Run You Out of Town,” raw materials.
Bx21 Fld1 Chapter 36: Preventive Medicine, carbon copy.
Bx21 Fld2 Chapter 36: Preventive Medicine, raw materials.
Bx21 Fld3 Chapter 37: Unusual Patient Experiences, carbon copies.
Story of Sojourner Truth
Bx21 Fld4 Chapter 37: Unusual Patient Experiences, raw materials.
Sojourner Truth material, etc.
Bx21 Fld5 Chapter 37: Unusual Patient Experiences, raw materials (cont).
Bx22 Fld1 Chapter 38: Kellogg’s Formula for Success, carbon copies.
Bx22 Fld2 Chapter 39: Don’t Do Too Bad, carbon copies.
Bx22 Fld3 Chapter 39: Don’t Do Too Bad, raw materials.
Bx22 Fld4 Chapter 40: The End Time, carbon copies.
The Spoils
The Death of Kellogg and the tribute to him.
Bx22 Fld5  Chapter 40: The End Time, raw materials.
Bx22 Fld6  Chapter 40: The End Time, raw materials (cont).
The Break
Bx22 Fld7  Chapter 41: A Satisfying Faith, carbon copies.
Bx22 Fld8  Chapter 41: A satisfying Faith, raw materials.
Bx22 Fld9  Chapter 42: The Centennial Celebration, carbon copies.
Bx22 Fld10 Chapter 42: The Centennial Celebration, raw materials.
Bx22 Fld11 Chapter 43: Postscript, carbon copy.
Bx22 Fld12 Chapter 43: Postscript, raw materials.
Bx22 Fld13 Chapter 44: Plan for World Peace, carbon copies.
Bx22 Fld14 Chapter 45: Preface to Living Temple
   Letter of J. E. Froom and of Gertrude Estill
   Preface of Living Temple and Miracle of Life
   The Book Living Temple
   “Memorandum with Reference to Pantheism in
   Living Temple,” by M. C. Wilcox, May 1908.
   “Neither Is There Salvation in Any Other,” by
   Kellogg, Jul 1904.
Bx22 Fld16 Chapter 46: Letter of Kellogg to A. C. Shannon, Dec 9, 1907.
Bx22 Fld17 Chapter 47: Did Dr. Kellogg Keep the Sabbath?
   Carbon copy.
Bx22 Fld18 Chapter 47: Did Dr. Kellogg Keep the Sabbath? Raw materials
   “My Years with John Harvey Kellogg,” by Alonzo L.
Bx23 Fld1  Chapter 48: Rules for Biologic Living, raw materials.
Bx23 Fld2  Chapter 49: Self-Supporting Institutes. raw materials.
Bx23 Fld3  The Lord’s Physician’s Miscellanies Materials.
   A radiant Optimism. Carbon copy
Bx23 Fld4  The Lord’s Physician’s Miscellanies Materials.

Other Manuscripts

Bx23 Fld5  Stories of John H. Kellogg told by others and by himself
Bx23 Fld6  “An Authentic Interview between G. W. Amadon, A. C.
   Bordeau and John H. Kellogg in Battle Creek
   Michigan on October 7th, 1907.”
Bx23 Fld7  “An Authentic Interview between G. W. Amadon, A. C.
   Bordeau and John Harvey Kellogg in Battle Creek,
   Michigan on October 7th, 1907.”
Bx24 Fld1  “Private Report of a Meeting of Battle Creek S. D. A. Church Members, Held in the East Vestry of the Tabernacle, Sunday, Nov 10, 7:30 P. M., 1907.” A report of private church meeting to dis-fellowship Kellogg.

Bx24 Fld2  Notes about John H. Kellogg taken at State University of Michigan, Ann Arbor by Lenna MacIvor, 1975. Various people involved in Kellogg issues

Bx24 Fld3  Statement by Irving Keck, Bowling Green, Jan 21, 1907.


Bx24 Fld5  Lists of items found in Michigan State University’s Kellogg Collection

Bx24 Fld6  “Into All the World: John Harvey Kellogg,” Script #29, side 1, by Jon Woodard and Ellen Bailey


Bx24 Fld8  Medical Missionary Work

Miscellaneous

Bx24 Fld9  “Proclamation” by the Governor of the State of Michigan to proclaim Feb 26,1942 as John Harvey Kellogg Day in Michigan, Feb 25, 1942.

III. Writings (by John H. Kellogg)

Articles

Bx24 Fld10  On Medical/Health Issues

Books, Magazines and Pamphlets

Bx24 Fld11  Good Health

4 Issues edited by Kellogg: Midsummer Number, 1900; Mar1901; Feb, Mar, 1903; Dec 1915;
1 Issue have articles by John H. Kellogg: Jan 1938
Bx24 Fld12  *Optimism: Look Upward and Outward and Cheer Up*,
 published by the Miami-Battle Creek Sanitarium

*It Pays to be Good, The Ideal Sanitarium*, Battle Creek, Michigan, 1890.

Lectures

Bx24 Fld13  Kellogg Lecture Collection: 1897
            “Summer School Lecture,” Aug 27, 1897.

Bx24 Fld14  Kellogg Lecture Collection: 1900
            “Branch Sanitarium and Their Purpose,” Sep 24, 1900.

Bx24 Fld15  Kellogg Lecture Collection: 1900 to 1931
            “The Battle Creek Idea” Lectures

Bx25 Fld1  Kellogg Lecture Collection: 1901
            “Divine Healing,” Apr 16, 1901.

Bx25 Fld2  Kellogg Lecture Collection: 1902
            “Speech Made at the Laying of the Corner Stone,”
            May 11, 1902.

Bx25 Fld3  Kellogg Lecture Collection: 1905
            “How to Make Battle Creek the Healthiest City in All
            the World,” Jun 27, 1905.

Bx25 Fld4  Kellogg Lecture Collection: 1906
            “At the Sanitarium Chapel,” Aug 2, 1906.

Bx25 Fld5  Kellogg Lecture Collection: 1907
            “The Battle Creek Sanitarium System,” Aug 22,
            1907.

Bx25 Fld6  Kellogg Lecture Collection: 1910
            “The Battle Creek Sanitarium System,” Aug 4,
            1910.

Bx25 Fld7  Kellogg Lecture Collection: 1911
            “The Living Temple of the Miracle of Life,” Aug 26,
            1911.

Bx25 Fld8  Kellogg Lecture Collection: 1919
            “Talk to Faculty at Dr. Kellogg’s Residence,” Nov
            12, 1919.

Bx25 Fld9  Kellogg Lecture Collection: 1928
            “Question Box Lecture in the Sanitarium Parlor,”
            Aug 15, 1928.

Manuscripts

Bx25 Fld10  On Sanitarium

Bx25 Fld11  On Sanitarium: undated
            “Reorganization of the Sanitarium”
III. Newspaper/Clippings (About John H. Kellogg)

Bx26 Fld1 The Battle Creek Enquirer and News Reports on
Battle Creek Sanitarium’s Centennial
John H. Kellogg’s Death.
“Remarkable Career of Dr. Kellogg,” Forbes, April
30, 1921.
“Fighting Old Age” by John Harvey Kellogg,
Supplement to Battle Creek Sanitarium News.

IV. Photographs

Bx26 Fld2 John H. Kellogg’s portraits
John H. Kellogg’s wife’s portraits
John H. Kellogg’s parents’ picture
Photos and negatives relating to Kellogg’s Haskell
Home and Chicago Medical Mission
The Tabernacle Church

Items Removed

The Adventist Review and Sabbath Herald, Feb 1, 1951; Oct 18,
Health Heroes: Florence Nightingale. New York: Metropolitan Life
The Parthenon: At Athens, Greece, and at Nashville, Tennessee.
Nashville: Parthenon Press.
Knittel Calls for Church Unity, Columns, Vol. 30, Spring, 1981.
“Religious Print Organization to Send Contingent to DRUPA,”
“The Christian Church”
“Youth of Lake Union,” Lake Union Herald, no date.
A postcard of Royal Hotel, St., Joseph, MI.
“He Was the Voice of the American Dream–Ralph Waldo Emerson,” Nov., 11, 1961
Excerpts from “Son of the Vikings,” and “Pioneers Together,” by Josephine Cunnington Edwards

◊ ◊ ◊ ◊ ◊ ◊ ◊ ◊ ◊ ◊ ◊